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Electron-transfer-induced metallic electronic states in H/Fe3 O4 (001) film subsurface
Satoshi Hiura ∗ , Agus Subagyo, Akihiro Murayama and Kazuhisa Sueoka
Graduate School of Information Science and Technology, Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060-0814, Japan
We investigate the local electronic properties of Fe atoms in an H/Fe3 O4 (001) film subsurface using scanning tunneling microscopy/spectroscopy (STM/STS). Local barrier height measurements show an H-adsorption-induced reduction of the local work
function, indicating electron transfer from H to surface atoms. The STS results and high-resolution spatial mapping of the occupied
density of states near the Fermi level reveal that subsurface Fe atoms located beneath an OH group exhibit a metallic electronic
state, different from the semiconducting state for intrinsic subsurface Fe atoms. These results can be explained by considering the
extension of electron transfer to the subsurface layer.

Magnetite (Fe3 O4 ) is a magnetic material that exhibits fascinating properties for spintronic device applications, such
as theoretically predicted half-metallicity and a high Curie
temperature of 858 K.1, 2) Although these features have led
to the development of magnetic tunnel junction devices that
use Fe3 O4 films as ferromagnetic electrodes, these magnetic
devices display poor performance3, 4) because of the reduced
electron-spin polarization at the interface.5) In fact, the topmost surfaces of clean Fe3 O4 (001) exhibit only −5% electronspin polarization near the Fermi level.6, 7) Thus, novel methods or structural designs are required to greatly enhance the
surface and interface electron-spin polarization.
Recently, experimental and theoretical investigations have
shown that the adsorption of various atoms (H,6–9) C,10) and
B11) ) and molecules (C6 H6 7) and C60 12) ) on the Fe3 O4 (001)
surface produces a significant enhancement in the surface electron-spin polarization. In most cases, density functional theory (DFT) calculations predict that electron transfer between adsorbed atoms (molecules) and surface atoms
can significantly modify the surface electronic states.8–12)
To reveal this electron-transfer mechanism experimentally,
an understanding of the atomic-scale work function and
electronic properties is essential. Scanning tunneling microscopy/spectroscopy (STM/STS) methods are powerful
tools for obtaining surface structural and electronic properties at atomic scales. The eﬀect of H atoms on surface Fe
electronic states in Fe3 O4 (001) film has previously been explored using STM/STS.13, 14) DFT calculations predict that the
adsorption of H atoms on the Fe3 O4 (001) surface modifies
both the surface and subsurface Fe electronic states.8, 9) However, the modification of the subsurface Fe electronic properties induced by H adsorption has not been experimentally
explored. Further investigation of the changes in subsurface
electronic properties at the atomic scale would advance our
understanding of the interactions between adsorbed H and
both the surface and subsurface atoms, and may provide information on the origin of the enhanced electron-spin polarization of H/Fe3 O4 (001) surfaces. Moreover, these findings
could oﬀer a new pathway toward interface spin engineering
for spintronic device applications.
In this study, we utilize STM/STS to investigate the change
in the local work function induced by H adsorption and the
local electronic states of subsurface Fe atoms located beneath
∗ E-mail

an OH group. H adsorption on the surface is realized by the
dissociative adsorption of ultra-high vacuum (UHV) residual
gases such as H2 O, which is the same as the previous reports.13–15) This study focuses on occupied electronic states
just below the Fermi level, corresponding to Fe2+ cations.
These occupied states are investigated by STS and by spatial
diﬀerential conductance (dI/dV) mapping using the multipass
scanning method.16)
All experiments were performed in an UHV system (base
pressure <10–10 mbar) composed of a preparation chamber for
sample preparation and an analysis chamber for X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and STM/STS. Fe3 O4 (001)
films of 20-nm thickness were epitaxially grown on singlecrystal MgO(001) substrates by electron beam deposition of
Fe in oxygen13–15, 17) . The film stoichiometry and its surface
chemical structures were confirmed by XPS. The XPS spectra showed a good Fe3 O4 stoichiometry, and demonstrated
the presence of surface OH groups, as discussed in Fig. 1(a).
STM/STS measurements were performed at room temperature using tungsten tips. All STM images were acquired in
the constant-current mode. A bias voltage was applied to the
sample with respect to the grounded tip. STS measurements
were performed with the feedback loop turned oﬀ. The dI/dV
signals were obtained using a standard lock-in technique with
a 20-mV bias modulation at 5.24 kHz.
Figure 1(a) shows the Shirley background-subtracted O 1s
XPS spectrum acquired from the freshly prepared Fe3 O4 (001)
film, that is decomposed into two components. The lower energy peak at 530.2 eV is assigned to the oxygen in Fe3 O4 .18)
The higher-energy small peak shifted by +1.3 eV is attributed
to the OH group,19) which is due to no detection of carbonyl
groups from C 1s XPS spectra. This XPS result demonstrates
the presence of surface OH groups. Figure 1(b) shows an STM
image of the as-grown Fe3 O4 (001) film surface. Atomic rows
running along the [110] direction are clearly visible. The averaged distances between neighboring rows and between neighboring atoms within each row are ∼0.6 and ∼0.3 nm, respectively.20, 21) Because these atom periodicities correspond to
those of the Fe atoms in the B-terminated Fe3 O4 (001) surface
[denoted as FeB (S) in Fig. 1(d)], the observed atoms should
represent single FeB (S) atoms. Moreover, the STM image exhibits undulating FeB (S) rows. The wave-like structures are
derived from a subtle lattice distortion whereby alternate pairs
of FeB (S) atoms relax laterally in opposite directions perpendicular to the row,22) as indicated by the white arrows in Fig.
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Fig. 2.

(a) Averaged I–z curves obtained on FeB (S) and FeH (S) sites. z is
the tip–sample distance and is set as a reference point (z = 0 pm) at a set
point of Vs = +1.2 V and It = 0.6 nA. (b) Work functions on FeB (S) and
FeH (S) sites numerically calculated from the I–z curves. Previous theoretical
and experimental results of work functions on Fe3 O4 (001) and
H/Fe3 O4 (001) surfaces are also plotted.

Fig. 1.

(a) O 1s XPS spectrum acquired from the freshly prepared
Fe3 O4 (001) film using Mg Kα radiation. The spectrum is decomposed into
two components, as discussed in the text. (b) Overview STM image of the
H/Fe3 O4 (001) film surface (11.0 × 11.0 nm2 , Vs = +1.0 V, and It = 0.3 nA).
The displacement of FeB (S) atoms generates nonequivalent narrow (N) and
wide (W) sections. The white arrow shows FeH (S) atoms with an OH group
neighbor. (c) High-resolution STM image (2.5 × 2.5 nm2 , Vs = +1.0 V, and
It = 0.3 nA). The white arrows indicate the directions of the displacements
of FeB (S) atoms. (d) Model of (left) B-terminated surface structure and
(right) subsurface charge-ordered structure of Fe3 O4 (001) with one OH
group within the unit cell.

atoms change from Fe3+ to Fe2+ -like cations. The change in
the surface Fe electronic states is theoretically predicted to
originate from electron transfer between H atoms and FeB (S)
atoms via O(S) atoms.9) The important parameter for discussing electron transfer between adsorbates and surfaces is
the work function (WF). In this study, WFs on FeB (S) and
FeH (S) sites were investigated to gain an insight into the electron transfer phenomenon. An eﬃcient method of determining the local WF is to measure the local barrier height (LBH).
The LBH measured with STM is defined as24–26)
(
)2
d
Φ  0.952
lnI ,
dz

1(c). These small displacements of the FeB (S) atoms generate two nonequivalent “narrow” and “wide” sections [indicated
√ by
√ the letters N and W in Fig. 1(b)], composing the
( 2 × 2)R45◦ unit cell marked with the white square in Fig.
1(b). Following a previous STM report23) , we denote the two
nonequivalent O(S) atoms produced by the distortion as ON
and OW .13–15)
There are many bright protrusions situated at FeB (S) sites
in the STM image, as indicated by the white arrow in Fig.
1(b). These bright protrusions are surface FeB atoms with an
OH group neighbor [denoted as FeH (S) in Fig. 1(d)]. The electronic states of these atoms are significantly modified by the
neighboring OH groups.13–15, 23) Figure 1(c) shows a highresolution STM image of an area containing FeH (S) atoms.
Two neighboring FeH (S) atoms are observed as bright protrusions. Previous STM imaging of the H/Fe3 O4 (001) surface
revealed that H atoms bonded to ON sites modify the local
electronic states in the neighboring two-FeB (S)-atom pair.23)
Previous STS results acquired on FeH (S) sites revealed a
state 0.2 eV below the Fermi level.13) This result indicates that
the surface is reduced by H adsorption, i.e., the surface FeB (S)

where I, z, and Φ are the tunneling current, tip–sample distance, and the measured LBH. Note that the measured LBH
is not the WF of the sample, but the mean value of the WF of
the tip, ΦT , and that of the sample, ΦS , i.e., Φ = (ΦT + ΦS )/2.
Using this formula, the LBH can be calculated from the measured I–z curves. Figure 2(a) shows typical I–z curves in logarithmic coordinates obtained for FeB (S) and FeH (S) sites at a
set point of Vs = +1.2 V and It = 0.6 nA. Both curves exhibit
exponential decay features with increasing tip–sample distance. The LBH on the FeB (S) site is 4.89 ± 0.03 eV, whereas
the FeH (S) site has a much lower LBH value of 3.76 ± 0.02
eV. In this case, the WF value on the FeB (S) [FeH (S)] site can
be estimated as 5.28 ± 0.06 eV (3.01 ± 0.04 eV) by assum2
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I–V curves obtained on FeB (S-1) and FeH (S-1) sites with a z
oﬀset of 100 pm toward the surface with respect to the original set point of
Vs = +1.0 V and It = 0.2 nA. The inset shows the region around Vs = 0 V.

(d)
Surface

ing ΦT = 4.5 eV for tungsten in STM studies,27) as shown in
Fig. 2(b). This WF value of 5.28 eV for the FeB (S) site agrees
well with the value of 5.20 eV measured in photoemission experiments28) and the calculated values of 5.32 eV22) and 5.03
eV9) for the Fe3 O4 (001) surface. However, the WF value of
3.01 eV for the FeH (S) site is much smaller than the calculated values of 3.8–4.6 eV for H/Fe3 O4 (001) surfaces with
1–4 hydrogen atoms per unit cell.9) In addition, this WF value
of 3.01 eV is larger than the 1.8 eV of H/Fe3 O4 (001) surfaces
with eight hydrogen atoms per unit cell,9) where H atoms are
bonded to all surface O atoms. The diﬀerence between this
study and previous theoretical examinations may be the result
of the diﬀerent atomic-scale WFs obtained by STM and DFT.
The lower WF value of the FeH (S) site clearly indicates the
hydrogen-induced reduction of the WF of the Fe3 O4 (001) surface. In addition, these results demonstrate the electron transfer from H atoms to the Fe3 O4 (001) surface, and hence the
dipole moment of the surface OH groups.9)
We next focus on the eﬀect of H atoms on subsurface Fe
atoms [denoted as FeB (S-1) in Fig. 1(d)]. Recent STM/STS
studies of a UHV-prepared Fe3 O4 (001) film revealed charge
ordering of Fe2+ –Fe2+ and Fe3+ –Fe3+ dimers in the subsurface layer.20) In this study, we investigated the local electronic properties of subsurface Fe atoms located beneath an
OH group [denoted as FeH (S-1) in Fig. 1(d)] to reveal the effect of H atoms on Fe electronic states in the subsurface layer
where the abovementioned charge ordering occurs. Figure 3
shows I–V curves obtained for FeB (S-1) and FeH (S-1) sites.
Here, FeH (S-1) atoms are defined as subsurface FeB atoms located beneath surface ON H groups, as H atoms can only bond
to ON sites.14, 15) We also define the FeB (S-1) atoms as subsurface FeB atoms located beneath ON atoms. These I–V curves
were obtained with a z oﬀset of 100 pm toward the surface
with respect to the original set point of Vs = +1.0 V and It =
0.2 nA so that the subsurface electronic states could be eﬀectively detected. FeH (S-1) atoms have a much higher occupied
density of states (DOS) below the Fermi level, resulting in a
larger tunneling current at negative bias voltages. Note that
FeH (S-1) atoms have a visible DOS around the Fermi level,
indicating a metallic nature with respect to the semiconduct-

Subsurface

e−

N
[001]
[110]

(a) High-resolution STM image (3.3 × 3.3 nm2 , Vs = +1.0 V, and
It = 0.3 nA) and (b) dI/dV image (Vs = −0.25 V). The red and white crosses
indicate the narrow and wide sections, respectively. (c) Cross-sectional line
profile taken along the arrow in (b). Atomic arrangement is shown at the
bottom. (d) Atomic arrangement model of an H/Fe3 O4 (001) surface and
subsurface. The arrows indicate the directions of electron flow. The color
coding of the atoms corresponds to the scheme in Fig. 1(d).

Fig. 4.

ing nature of FeB (S-1) atoms, as clearly seen in the inset. We
also performed dI/dV mapping of the H/Fe3 O4 (001) film surface to further understand the subsurface electronic structure.
Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show a set of images acquired using the
previously described multipass scanning method.16) The STM
[Fig. 4(a)] and dI/dV [Fig. 4(b)] images were obtained at bias
voltages of +1.0 V and −0.25 V, respectively. The identical
electronic structures were reproducibly obtained on diﬀerent
samples using tips that were suﬃciently treated (see the online supplementary data). Comparing these images suggests
that two types of DOS distributions are observed between the
FeB (S) rows. The higher (lower) DOS is observed at the narrow (wide) section, where Fe2+ –Fe2+ (Fe3+ –Fe3+ ) dimers are
periodically arranged according to the subsurface charge ordering model shown in Fig. 1(d).
Figures 4(a) and 4(b) enable a detailed understanding of the
local electronic properties of Fe atoms in both the Fe3 O4 (001)
film surface and subsurface. In the dI/dV image, pairs of
FeH (S) atoms exhibit a much higher DOS than FeB (S) atoms,
which agrees with the STS result.13, 14) Moreover, the dI/dV
image shows that the highest DOS occurs at the narrow section with an OH group. Figure 4(c) shows the cross-sectional
line profile of the dI/dV image taken along the arrow indicated in Fig. 4(b). Given that DFT calculations predict the
DOS of O(S) atoms to be almost zero near the Fermi level,29)
this highest DOS should reflect the greater reduction in subsurface Fe atoms than in FeB (S-1) atoms. This metallization
3
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of subsurface Fe atoms induced by H adsorption is similar to
the DFT result for the C/Fe3 O4 (001) surface,10) which showed
a metallic state in subsurface Fe atoms and a semiconducting
state in surface Fe atoms. A DFT study of H/Fe3 O4 (001) surfaces also predicted that the saturation of O(S) dangling bonds
by H adsorption induces small but evident electron redistribution among atoms at the topmost surface and at the subsurface layer.8) This electron donation means that FeH (S-1)
atoms gain electrons from adsorbed H atoms through the saturation of O(S) dangling bonds, and the FeH (S-1) atoms are
reduced to Fe2+ . The extension of this electron transfer to the
subsurface layer occurs in our H/Fe3 O4 (001) film. Figure 4(b)
also shows that the highest DOS is distributed to the FeB (S1) atoms in opposite rows. Because the strong tilt of H atoms
from an initial on-top position results in OH bonds between
H atoms and ON atoms in opposite rows,9, 10) extra electrons
should be donated to the FeB (S-1) atoms in the opposite rows.
Judging from these results, both the surface and subsurface
Fe atoms should gain electrons from H atoms via O(S) atoms,
as illustrated in Fig. 4(d). This electron donation enhances
the occupied DOS near the Fermi level of both surface and
subsurface Fe atoms. As the electronic states near the Fermi
level of FeB atoms are dominated by spin-down electronic
states,28, 30, 31) the enhanced DOS would be caused by the gain
of spin-down electrons from H atoms. Therefore, adsorption
of H atoms on the Fe3 O4 (001) film surface can enhance the
electron-spin polarization of not only the topmost surface, but
also the underlying subsurface. These findings regarding the
modification of subsurface Fe electronic states induced by H
adsorption will play a significant role in designing interface
electronic structures and modifying them for eﬀective spinpolarized charge transport in organic spintronic devices.
In summary, local WFs on surface Fe sites and the local
electronic properties of Fe atoms in H/Fe3 O4 (001) film subsurface were investigated by LBH and STM/STS measurements. The LBH results showed a reduction in the local WF
induced by H adsorption. The WF value obtained on FeB (S)
sites was in good agreement with previous theoretical and experimental values for clean Fe3 O4 (001) surfaces. The STS results revealed that subsurface Fe atoms located beneath an OH
group exhibit a metallic nature. These Fe electronic structures
were clearly observed by spatial dI/dV mapping of the occupied states just below the Fermi level. These combinations
of LBH and STM/STS measurements demonstrated that not
only the surface Fe atoms, but also the subsurface ones, can
gain electrons from H atoms through electron donation and
redistribution processes via the saturation of O(S) dangling
bonds.
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